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1.Introduct1on

At the present time a kinetic approach to description cf A

quark-gluon plasma la under active Investigation [1-4]. In the

transport theory the behaviour of the ayetem la determined by

evolution of the quark and gluon Wiener operators [3,41. Quantum

equations describing the evolution of the Wigner operators has a

complex structure. In many situations a mean-field approximation

is helpful. In this caae the evolution of quark plasma is

described by the Vlaaov equations: the evolution of the quark

Vigner operator Wix.p) is determined by the kinetic Boltzmann-

Vlasov-Helnz equation:

p^lD^Vtx.pH+I^^F^Ixl.Wlx.pU-C^+Sq . (1.11

where C0 Is the collision integral, S is the term allowing for

pair production by virtue of the mean field; the gluon mean

field is defined self-consistenly from the Yang-Milla equation:

lV F"» 1 = Jv" e/d*ppvW(x,p) . 11.2)

Wo use the tensor method for groups SU(N> (see ref.[51>.

Due to nonlinearity of the gluon field equation 11.2) the

account of termal gluona (transition to a quark-gluon plasma)

which are sources of the gluon mean field as are quarks becomes

nontrivial. Therefore, we must add to eqs.(l.l) and (1.2)

describing a quark plasma an equation defining the evolution of

the termal gluon Wigner operator and introduce a colour current

of termal gluons expressed via Wigner operator in the r.h.e. of

the Yang-Mi U s equation.

There is not full clearness. We consider that this question

is closely connected with the old problems of conserved colour

charge definition and of localization of gluon field colour
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., charge.

Aa known, the colour current of the gluon field la gauge

noncovariant (5].

Thia results from that the differential law of

colour conservation in the non-Abelian gauge theory haa an

unusual structure: the соvariant derivative, but not the

ordinary one, la equal to zero:

^J-e . 11.31

To correct the differential law of conservation the noncovariant

current of the gluon field (-DglA^.F J la Introduced. In the

aum with the current of quark fieIda It leads to the

ordinary differential law of current conservation baaed on

eq.d.2):

" i g U ^ . F ^ n - e . (1.4)

But in integrating auch a differential conservation law a

problem of ambiguity arises. The ambiguity appears due to

nonoovarlance of the integral of gauge group tensor. The fact is

that the Integration in a fiber bundle la unambiguously definite

only for gauge group scalar8.

In thla work we shall preaent an approach to the problem of

ambiguity baaed on the technique of parallel displacement,

construct a covarlant, conserved charge and eatabliah a

correlation between the covarlant and noncovariant conserved

currents.

The paper la built up In the following way: aeotlon 2

considers the main notions of tensor algebra In a fiber

bundle; the covariant, conserved current and the corresponding

colour charge are determined in section 3;gauges In which the



covarlant and noncovariant currents coincide are studied In

section 4; the rule of covariance restoration is formulated in

section 5; the covarlant, conserved charge connected with the

observer's world line is constructed in section 6.

2.Tensor algebra

2.1. General rule and examples

Tensor method (5] used in the present work is convenient

especially for studying irreducible representations and expanding

the product of the representations of arbitrary SU(N).

Subjects of consideration in this section represent the

particular cases of n-point tensors; the n-point tensor of a

gauge group SUIN) Is a multicomponent function of n space-time

points and transformed as a direct product of n tensor

representation of SUIN) (6).

As known, for 1-point tensors there exist several algebraic

operations yielding again 1-point tensors (the space-time point

is fixed). Three operations: algebraic addition, direct product

and convolution are predominant. The n-polnt tensors (n£2) are

also closed relative to these operations provided that the

convolution is applied to the indices belonging to the same

space-time point.

The application of addition and convolution to two 1-point
»•

tensors defined at different space-time points leads us beyond

the class of subjects under consideration. The direct product of

two 1-point tensors is a 2-point tensor.

In the presence of the Yang-Mills, field at each space-time

point there exists an independent choice of the orientation of

the coordinate system in the space of internal variable matter



fields (in the apace of irreducible tensor SU(K)

representation). Therefore, the algebraic operations with

tensors taken at different points are not closed. Before

applying the algebraic operations to tensors, the latter should

be placed in a common coordinate system. The change in

orientation of the local basis in going from point x to point

x+dx is correlated with the transformation cf the vector

potential A . The Yang-Mills field A is a connection

specifying the parallel displacement of geometrical objects

defined in- the space of the group representation. The parallel

displacement of gauge-vector field p along dx from x to x+dx is

determined by the relationship

Suppose that p(x) is transferred in parallel along path P, which

is parametrized by a parameter a, 0£s£l. Then at each point z on

path P

<z(8>)lf<z(s))=0 . 12.1.1)

The solution of eq.(2.1.1) takes the form:

W(z(l )>»Pexp[-igJ da-jf-jyztsnj

where P is the operator of ordering along path P. It arranges

the matrices A (zlell according to increasing о from the right

to the left in every term of the exponent decomposition.

Thus, a bivector - operator of parallel displacement

U(z(l ),z(»M«Pexp[-igJ de|§-A^(zfa))]

is connected with «vory path P and satisfies the dlfferetial

equation



| | J , (2.1.2)

with the boundary condition

Utz(0),2(e)-1 . (2.1.3)

Now It la possible to formulate a general rule: In order to

apply the algebraic operation to two 1-point tensors defined at

two different space-tine points it is necessary at first to

transfer them in parallel In a common point (to place them In

the same coordinate system).

This rule Is widely used in gauge theories. Remind the

WBll-knoun examples:
i

It I gauge-covariant differential of vector field

Initially one of the vectors is transferred in parallel to the

point where the other vector is defined; then the difference is

found:

U»x,x+dx)wIx+dx >-* <x J-dx^D »(x)+0(dx2) (2.1.4)

This is a st&ndart definition of covarlant derivative f7j.

: (2) meson wave function (convolution of two vectors)

I One of the vectors is transferred in parallel to the point where

: the other vector is defined and then the indices are oonvolved:

£ f(x)Ulx,y)f(y) .
V:

I Т Ы structures of such type were considered for the first tie»

? by Schwinger in electrodynamics [6] (the method of соvariant

\, splitting of points)

ь (3) covarlant Wigner transformation 11,2) - integral of the

| direct product of to vectors.

\ WXfBl-f-^-X-fe f(x+y/2)Ulx+y/2,x)*U(x,x-y/2)f(x-y/2) (2.1.5)
l (2я)*



The vectors are transferred in parallel to point x found In

constractlng the Wigner transformation and then added in the

Integral sum.

These three examples illustrate the rule of application of

all three algebraic operations to the tensors defined at

different points.

Our approach to the problem of colour charge is founded on

two key observations based on the rule of application of

algebraio operations.

2.2. Integral of gauge group tensor

The integral sum of a vector should be calculated at

fixed point y, to whloh all vectors are traaported In parallel:

J, 4 j
d x U Iу xsPiv ixi

The integral of tensor B. "lx> Is determined analogously:

Jd xU.
 x

(y,x;P)...U
1

 n
(y,x;P)B.; ,?(x) X

1 n 1 ' ' * n

XI).,
 1

lx,yi?)...V
t
, "(x,y;P) .

The integral depend on a reference point у and a family of paths

in which the parallel displacement is performed. The family of

paths P is euppoused to have the following properties;

(al the paths of the family are Intersected only at point

y;M3J

(b) for mvmry point x there Is only one path connecting It

with point у I the requirement for the uniqueness exclude* path

passing to and from point y); (13 s

(o) Infinitely close points x and x+6x are connected with



point y by infinitely cloae paths.

A bundle of straight lines starting from point у is an

example of such a family.

It should be noted that if an Invariant is obtained In the

case of the convolution of Indices, then our definition of the

integral coincides with the conventional one, as the operators

of parallel displacement of the upper and lower indices are

Hermltian conjugate and cancel in virtue of unltarity of U(x,y).

The defined integral of gauge group tensor is the tensor in

point y.

2.3. Covariant differential with respect to

a distant point

To calculate the difference of two vectors defined at close

points, the veotors must be transferred to the same point. If

this point coincides with one of the two, at which the vectors

are defined, or is located infinitely close to them, we shall

come to the definition of conventional covarlant differential

(2.1.4). However, it Is possible to consider a point finitely

distant from those two points. In this case it Is essential to

require that the parallel displacement of the vectors be

realized along infinitely close paths. Otherwise, their

difference will not be infinitesimal. Setting the family of

paths P, as determined in subsection 2.2, we shall find""the

differentials with respect to the common point у for the whole

space:

12.3.1)



The variation of the operator of parallel displacement

U(b,a> due to Infinitesimal shifts of the path endpointe b

and a I Fig. 1) is determined according to refe.12,3] by

the expression:

6U(b,a>—

1
+ igj dsU(b,z(e))F

(/l

where the field strength tensor (curvature)

ft

dsU(b,z(e))F
(/l
,(z<s>)U(z(e).a>g|-«

1
'(s) , «2.3.2)

and 6
/
*(s)-z

p
(b+db,a+da;s)-z'

i
(b,a;s> ( in patlcular «5П )«db,

6<«)-da ). Using (2.3.2) write (2.3.1) in the following form:

(2.3.4)

и »1

,2dsli(y,z)F (z(s ) )U(z,x)5j— ̂ =— dx у<х)+О(в(в»

where fte"(y,x;s)/«x
e
Jdx

e
-6

p
(e). The family of paths is

parametrized by four parameters x Instead of three ones ( in four

dimensional space). Therefore not all path variables (x;s) are

independent. Equation (2.3.4) represents the

parallel displacement of the conventional covariant differential

plus a term characteristic of the change of ? due to finiteness

of vector parallel displacement path. If the path is

Infinitesimal (point у is Infinitely close to points x and

x+dx), the second term in eq.(2.3.4) becomes a small quantity of

the second order and can be neglected. We obtain the

conventional expression for the covariant differential (2.1.4).

Note that eq.(2.3.1) can be written as a usual

differential:



Thus, the difference of two vectors defined at Infinitely

close pointe and compared et a dietant point with the aid of the

parallel displacement along a afiven family of paths P determines

the соvariant differential (relative to family P and point

y) and represents the usual differential of the parallel

displaced vector.

The соvariant differential of B. , (x), the gauge group

V ' • n
tensor, with reepect to point у is determined by the expression:

I' s" J ' ... J '
l
iy.x;P)...V

t

 n
.'y,x;P)B.! \?«x> X

l n 1
 -
 ' " n

x U,,
 J
(x,yjP)...U,, «х,угР> h

J
l
 J

m
 J

* dx'
i
(f(D

x

/
Uly,xn...U(y,x)+. ..+U(y,x)...itf4j(y.xn]x (2.3.5 >

XB(x>U(y,x)...U(y,x)f

•s-Uty.x).. . U(y,xHD?B( хПШх,у >...U(x,у 1+

+U(y,x)...Ufy,x)B(x)X

xf(D
x
U(x.y))...U(x,y)+...+Utx,y)...(D

x
U{x,y))lj ,

where

f
 l
[ J. ...J ^' i,- .-J

igjA . (xJE . (x)+...+A (x)B (x( (2.3.6)
v и

 I j ' " ' n
 M

n 1 " " * n

"
B
i,...l

 ( x ) A
i i J f

r x )
 "'••~

B
i,...i

 l x ) A

p j
'

f x :

i n 1 1 ft ш

3. Covarlant, coiiee ved colour charge

Perform the parallel displacement of the Yang-Hills

equation to a fixed point у along the path belonging to the



family P:

Uiy,x)[lT/
i
,F

t/v
lx)}-3

v
ixi]mx,y)»e , (3.1)

where

lVf,F
(j
^y

i
))-efF^lM)*ieik

fd
,F

/tif
lxi) <3.2»

is the oovariant derivative of the ••oond-rank t*mor F (see

aq.(2.3.6)) ; square bracket* enclose the anticommutator.

Using eqa.J2.3.2>-(2.3.5) and (3.2) rewrite (3.11 in the

following form

^(uiy.xJF^CxHMxiylJ-J^x.y) , (3.JI

.where

Here г)#)«у, г11)»х . I» derivation oq.(3.4) we uaed the group

property of the operator of parallel displacement

U(b,c»U<c,a)-U(b,a>,

where all the three points a,b,o belong to the «aae family path.

The current J ljt,y) ia eaue*~oovariant:

C3.S)

(S(y( ia the funotion of gaug* transformation) and in virtue of

the relationship (aee proof In Append, :; B)

satisfies the equality:

4

Therefore, eq.(3.4) determines a nonlocal . gauge-covariant.

10
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conserved current J p lx,y) . The gauge-covariant conserved colour

charge corresponding to this ourrent (in the supposition that

Jv<x,y) vanishes sufficiently quickly on the spaoe-like

Infinity) la written In the fora:

Qly>-Jd3x(u(y,x)J0<x)U(x,y>- (3.6)

j U U g J },U(y,x)F* 0 (x>U<x.y)]}

and behaves under gauge transformations as an octet (tensor

(1.1 )):

Q'ty>-S<y>Q(y>S
+
(y)

The colour charge Q(y) depends on point у and faally of

paths P, which lead to this point, and along which the parallel

displacement is realized.

Consider a particular case when the family represents a

bundle of straight lines:

z^(x,y5S)-y'/+(x-y)A's , О S e S 1 . <3.7)

Then

g ^ - (x-y)
0
' , Уг/Ух - *£•* . (3.8>

The expression for current 4 3.4) with the allowance for eq.(3.8)

takes the fora:

i. (x,y)«U(y,x)J (x)U(x,y)- - (3.9)

The charge given on the faally (3.7) is defined by the

expression:

Qty)«Jd3x{u(y,x)J0<x)U<x,y>-

11



uB\)ly,z)F
vtJ
izla) )U(z,yHx-y)?a],U(y,x)F''

0
<xtU(x,y1 \

The colour charge can be determined not only by eq.i3.6),

but it can be defined as a surface Integral of the field

strength tensor displaced in parallel (Gause lawК Indeed, we

obtain from eq Л 3.3 ):

J ^ » . 13.10)

Let ua note that in the case of vanishing field strength

tensor, when A is juet a pure - gauge, our approaoh coincide*

with that one based on Killing vectors [6,9]. Here the Killing

vectors oan be represented by

(f*(x> - U(x,y)t*U(y,x) , (3.11)

where t* are the generators of SU(N). Killing veotorn Introduced

by eq.O.ll ) do not depend on the choice of the path connecting

points x and y; the dependence on point у reduce to the global

gauge transformation.

Due to D U(x,y)«e we have

[D ,f*(x)l - 0 . (3.12)

Eq.13.12) is the definition of Killing vectors In general case.

From eqe.<1.3) and (3.12 1 in this approach the ordinary

differential conservation law Is obtained

Tr(<r*<x)[D
v
,J

v
<x)]> «= в ,

which coincides with the conservation law for current defined by

eq.O.4) in the case of vanishing curvature, whan eq.O.ll)

holds true. When the fiber bundle has a nonvanishing curvature, >'

the difference between these two approaches is obvious: they

12



consider tli* different symmetries. In general the number of

Killing vectors (and the number of charges corresponding to

them) is «miller than (N
2
-l ) - the number of SU(N» generator*.

Remember that colour charge» corresponding to Killing

vector* can be determined a* the surface integral (similar to

eq.(3.10)) of trace of curvature and Killing vector product.

Actually, uelng eqa.(1.2) and (3.12) we have

The results obtained In this section can be considered as

the corollaries of Hoether theorem. The only modification one

would make up Is usage of the variation with respect to the

distant point: 6A(x,y) - U(y,x>6A(x)U(x,y) instead of the

ordinary one - fiA(x). From the invarlance of action S under

inflniteelmal gauge transformation of the type

5A <x,y) - U(y,xHD .«(x) ]U(x,y) we obtain the Noether Identity

S
 U(x,y)li-fo(y.x)<D|'u«x,y)),Uly

f
x)—^— U(x,y)l«

(х>
 S

 I 6A*(x) •»

lu(x
f

•»

f
y) * 0

On mass shell we have relation

on which our approach is founded.

Now investigate the connection of the соvariant conserved

current defined by eq.<3.$) with the noneovariant one given by

see (1 .4) and ref.[5].

13



4. Cauges

4.1. Parallel displacement and gauge traneformation

Find tb» function of длив» transformation leading to the

gauge

g^A^z»-» . «4.1.1)

where z(s) le the fauily of paths P as defined in subsection

2.2. The transformed vector potential Is determined by the

expression

AMz)>S(z)A <Z)S
+
(Z)-|B(Z>.» S

+
(z) . (4.1.2)

The equation to solve for the transformation function

follows from eqs.(4.1.1 > and (4.1.2):

j|- [* + igA (z)]s
+
U>«0 . (4.1.3)

It coincides with eq.<2.1.2> determining the operator of

parallel displacement. So the solution of eq.(4.1.3) will take

the form:<see also ref.(13))

S
+
(z)=U(z,y;P)S

+
(y> . (4.1.4)

where S*iy) is an arbitrary Initial value for S
+
lz). So far as

point у Is fixed, the S (y) appearance in eq.(4.1.4) show* that

condition (4.1.1) fixes gauge transformation to the accuracy of

the global (Independent of z) gauge transformation. As the

allowance made for the global transformation Is trivial, wa

except it from the further consideration assuming that

S*(y)-1 , 14.1.5»

which.corresponds to the boundary condition (2.1.3). In this

case the new coordinate system In fiber bundle touches the old

coordinate system at point y. In this point the new and old

14



components of an arbitrary gauge group tensors coincide.

Consider the colour vectors fix) and U(y,x)p(x>. The'vector

U(y,x)y(x) is of dual nature with respeot to the vector y(x) and

can be considered as;

(a) a vector at point у resulting from the parallel

displacement of vector y>(x);

(b) a vector at point x resulting from the gauge

transformation of veotor y(x).

Thus, U(y,x>y(x) is

(a) a vector at point у In the arbitrary gauge, as r'x) is

In an arbitrary gtuge;

(b> a vector at point x in the gauge .—- A (z)=e .

The gauge gj—- A lz)
K
O , where z is the path of family

P, Is fixed to the accuracy of the global transformation. If у

is not a fixed point, but runs over some variety which takes

place, for example, for the gauges n^A (z)»0 , where n^ is an

arbitrary constant vector, then the fixation of the gauge is not

complete, ц з )

We have been convinced that there exists an unambiguous (to

the accuracy of the global gauge transformation) connection

between the local gauge transformations leading to the gauges

(4.1.1) and the parallel displacements.

4.2. Representation of vector potential

via field strength tensor

Under a gauge transformation the vector potential varies by

the law (4.1.2). In accordance with eqs.(4.1.4),(4.1.5> let us

assume that

IS



S(z)-U(y,z) . ' (4.2.1)

Substituting eq.(4.2.1) Into eq.(4.1.2) and using the foraula of

variation of the operator of parallel displaoeaent (2.3.2) we

coae to U 3 ]

Here zl#)"y. Taking into account that under the gauge trana-

foraatlon (4.2.1) the field strength tensor varies by the law

write eq.(4>2.2) In the fora [13 1

^j . (4.2.4)

d
 it

In the convolution of eq.(4.2.4) with g", L-j **• obtain

eq.(4.1.1). Indeed, In virtue of proportionality of vector*

5*-|»-Г7~а ' ds~U
 :

and antlsynaetry of F' the r.h.a. of eq.!4.2.4) turn* to zero.

Now solve the inverse problea, i.e. show that eq.(4.2.4)

follows from (4.1.1), using a natural generalization of aethod

of ref.HOJ.

The following equality is true:

The first tera in the r.h.s. of eq.(4.2.6J in virtue of eq. t

(4.1.1) turns to zero. Rewrite the r.h.s of eq.(4.2.6) in the

fora:

16



where F is given by eq.(2.3.3). With allowance for eq.(4.2.7)

rewrite eq.(4.2.6) as follows

Write the second term in the l.h.s. of eq.(4.2.8) in the

following form:

ds д ft p a d

To transform the first term in the l.h.s. of eq.(4.2.8) we use

the following equality

The relationship (4.2.10) and

are necessary and sufficient conditions for total

lntegrability of the system

— » ^(z.x.e) , 14.2.12)

satisfying the initial condition z(s«0)-y. By means of this

:
: system the family of paths can be determined. (More rigorously

к this question would be considered in the Independent path |

variable (see remark after eq.(2.3.4) and eq.(4.2.5)) >.

Equations (4.2.10-11) Impose restrictions on the choice of the

family of paths (the local part of conditions (a)-(c) in

17



subsection 2.2).

With allowance for eqs.(4.2.9) and (4.2.10) rewrite eq.

(4.2.8) In the form:

к
 Л

 m
 dz^

 F
 , , ?£ (4.2.13)

Integrate eq.(4.2.13) over e between в and 1 taking Into account

that

dx
e
 1—0 Лс" 1—1

Finally obtain

A<x>=fdsF ( Z ( « ) ) T | - ^ - . (4.2.14)

a J
o
 ftp de

 л
«

Taking into account that F In eq.(4.2.14) defined by eq.(2.3.3 )

and F in eq.(4.2.4) defined by eq.M.2.3) coincide (the proof

see in Appendix C) we obtain the result declared.

4.3. Connection of covarlant and noncovariant

currents

If we consider U(z,x) in the expression (3.4) for the

covariant conserved current as a gauge transformation function,

but no.t as an operator of parallel displacement (i.e. perform

the gauge transformation with the function U(z,x)), then with

allowance for eq.(4.2.4) we shall obtain:

J
p
(x,y> = J

y
(x) - ig(A

p
(x),F^(x)J . (4.3.1)

This expression is calculated in the gauge (4.1.1), where

z^(x,y,s) is the family of paths P on which the covarlant

conserved current was defined. So the colour charge can be

localized in these gauges. I.e. In these gauges the notion of

colour charge density (both quark and gluon fields) at arbitrary

18



point x aakes «впав. Thus, the current defined by

eq.(3.9) le converted to that defined by eq.l4.3.1 > In the gauge

Ix-ylVlx) - в .

This is known in literature (eee refe.110 1) ae a fixed point

gauge or a coordinate gauge. In such a gauge the representation

of the vector potential via field strength tensor

1

AMxl « J daF^
o(
(y+(x-y)e)(x-y)'

/
e

was established in ref.110).

Thus, the gauge (4.1.1) Is connected with every соvariant

conserved current defined by the eq.(3.4). This gauge is fixed

by the family of paths where the current 13.4) is defined. The

соvariant and noncovariant conserved currents coincide in this

gauge. Conversely, if we calculate eq.14.3.1) In the gauge

(4.1.1), we calculate the covarlant current for the ease family

of oaths on which the gauge is defined.

Therefore, after determinating the conserved current by

eq.(3.4), we have replaced, in accordace with the Ideology of

subsection 4.1, the freedom of choosing a gauge in eq.(4.3.1) by

the freedom of choosing a family of paths in eq.(3.4).

Not every function of gauge transformation can be" presented

by the operators of parallel displacement. The latter lead to

_ »

the "least curvilinear" coordinates in fiber bundle: the local

basis at an arbitrary point x results from the parallel

displacement ot the local basis at point у along the family

path. In the gauges (4.1.1) operator of parallel displacement

along a family path acts as unit and gauge tensor at point у and

tensor at point x obtained as & result of the parallel
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• displacement from point у along family path have the same

components. If the field strength tensor (the fiber bundle

curvature tensor) F equals to zero, the result of the parallel

displacement of the basis does not depend on the path, along

which the parallel displacement was made. The dependence on the

position of family origin reduces to the global gauge

transformation. In this case the gauge is fixed independently

on the chosen family of paths: A (x) • 0 (to the accuracy of

the global gauge transformation). The dependence on choice of a

family of paths arises only when the curvature tensor differs

from zero.

Therefore, there are less possibilities to choose a family

of paths In the covariant current than in choosing a gauge in

the noncovariant current. The numbers of possibilities of both

types correlate with each other just like the class of gauges

fixed by families of paths (condition (4.1.1)) correlates with a

whole variety of gauges which is naturally wider.

Upon choosing a family of paths, the covariant current can

be calculated In any arbitrary gauge, but only in a single gauge

it coincides with the noncovariant current. Below in section б

we shall consider how the choice of a family of paths can be

connected with the measurement procedure. In the conclusion of

this section we shall touch upon another aspect of the

connection between the covariant and noncovariant currents.

Consider the relationship

и t и Л +
• S(x)3 IJ (x)-lgl hrl x) ,F (x)l|S (x) • other terms ,

I » tiv )

where J',A*,F' are the quantities transformed In accordance with
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their own transformation law*; S la the transformation function.

Aa on mass «hall aq.(1.4> la true In an arbitrary gauge,

i.e.

(4.3.31

it follow fro» eqa.(1.4),(4.3.2) and (4.3.3) that on мааа ahall

other term* * в .

Thua on aaaa ahall tha axpraaalon

l (4.3.4)J,F <x

ia oovariant

BtJ'.A',F')-S(x)B(J,A,F)S*(x) . (4.5.5)

Therefore, the noncovarlanoe of the integral of gauge group

tenaor la a aingle aouroe of ambiguity In Integration of the

differential conservation law (1.4 1. The amblguitiea arising

from the nonoovariance of the gluon current and the usual

derivative are compensated, aa seen from eqa.(4.3.4 1,(4.3.5).

In accordance with the definition of the integral of gauge

group tensor (see subsection 2.2) instead of eq.(1.4) we must

Integrate the expression

which in virtue of eq.(4.3.5) can be presented on aaae shell as

where J4x)-U(y,x)J
p
(x)U(x,y) , A' and F ^ are defined by

eqs.(4.2.2) and (4.2.3),respectively. Equation (4.2.3) In

previous notatlojj will be of the form:



where J (x,y> Is the соvariant current defined by eq.(3.6).

5. Rule of covarlance restoration

It la possible to formulate the following rule of

covariance restoration:

the vector potential A In noncovariant expressions similar

to eq.14.3.1 ) must be replaced by the expressions

J dsU<y,z)F^(z(s)>U(z,y>|§- ̂  (5.1)

and the tensorial quantities B. . (x) by the expressions

• • • * «

U. 'ly.xl.-.U.
 n

(y,x>B.J ,?(x) X (5.2»
n

m.X U., (x,y)...U., <x,y) .

This rule is ambiguous. There is a freedom to choose a faally of

paths (both the initial point у and the shape of paths starting

from this point).

Consider a more general situation when both path endpoints

are free. The generalization of eq.(4.2.4) is given by the

expression i 1 3]

where F' is given by eq.(4.2.3); AMy)dy" - A
l>
(y)dy" . With the

aid of the method used In rot.Ill ) it le possible to obtain the

expression for field strength:

where
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Thla oase refer* to gauges fixed by the conditions

The rule formulated above ie generalized In the following

way:

in the noncovariant expressions the potential A would be

sustltuted by A and A Is replaced by eq.(5.1), the tensorlal

quantities chanced in accordance with eq.(5.2).

As an example, construct the covariant gluon Wiener

operator starting from the expression for the noncovariant

operator;

w
 р

(
х,р>«\р*4- • A (x+y/2)#A

p
(x-y/2) . (5.5)

Choose, as an operator of parallel displacement, U(x _ y/2,x>

defined on the straight line z • x _ 5y .Point x is speolflod by

the structure of eq.(5.5) itself; the choice of a straight line

is fixed by the correspondence principle (2,3). Make the gauge

transformation with U(x _ y/2,x) :

А'<х*у/2)«4л (x> * iv
V
S da

n
A

? >
U<x.z)F, '. x*y/2 >U(z,x>.<5.6)

Point x Is not fixed and we сом to a particular case of the

situation (5.3). Substitute A in eq.(5.5) by A , where

А (Х2У/2)»А^(Х*У/2)-|А'(Х) , U^(x)=A (x)) .

«V

According to the rule substitute A in eq.(5.5> by it*

representation (5.6) and obtain



aMH-s' >Ulx,at)F
pa
<x«-J-'yM*.x> • . IS.7»

^
J
 s« 1

J 4a»(l+a*HJ<x,z>F .(х-^ y)U(z,x)J .J

Equation S5.7) is explicitly oovariant. The gauge transformation

with U(x * |У.Х> baa the fora

where

and F
;
 la si van by eq.O.4). The eauee la fixe.' by the

condition

The detailed consideration of thla gauge and ita connection with

the соvariant quark Wlgner operator (2.1.91 wee Bade In

ref.lllj.

6. Colour charge Measured by an observer

In the fraseworV of the concept of connection between the

parallel displacement path and the observer's шеамиге—nt

procedure it ia aor* logical to иве a charge connected with a

tlae-llke curve (observer's world line), but not \Л —• a single

epace-tlae point.

Let С be a tie»-like curve. Take a faally of

nonirtteraecting surfaces, which Is paraiMitrlzed by points of

curve C, ao that two infinitely cloae aurfaces correspond to two

infinitely cloae points of curve C. In a turn, there la a

connection of each surface with a faaily of paths belonging to
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this surface and starting from the point of intersection of this

surface with curve С This family is assumed to satisfy the

properties listed in subeection 2.2. We assume also that the

families of paths on the surfaces are coordinated, so that for

each path on the surface there exists a close path on the close

surface.

Fix some point a on curve С Then relative to this point we

can define on the family of paths P
r
 the charge of the following

type. Move from an arbitrary space-time point x on the surface,

to which this point belongs, along the path connecting point x

with point p on curve С corresponding to the given surface. Then

move along the base curve С to origin a lFig.2).

According to section 3 the charge

is соvariant and conserved. The surface, over which the

integration in eq.(6.1) is carried out. coincides with the

surface involved in the definition of the family of paths Р~

Note in virtue of eq.(3.5)

p
2
;C) . (6.2)

It follows from eqs.(6.1> and (6.2) that

Q(p
2
,p

2
) «UCpjj.p^OQJpj.pj iUlpj.PgjO ,

i.e. the change in the value of charge determined !by_.an»

observer) at point p
l
 relative to that determined at point p

2
 Is

reduced to the parallel displacement from pj to p
2
 along curve С

(the rotation of the observer's basis in moving along the world

line). When the gauge is chosen, in which js^t/'P'
=e
 along the
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world line ( g&- is the tangent vector to curve C), then In thie

gauge U(p
1(
p

2
;C)-I and, therefore,

Q(p
2
,p

2
) -Q«p

1
,p

l
 » ,

i.e. the charge determined (by an observer) at point p
y
 in the

family of path* lying on the surface passing- through Pj equals

to-that determined at point p
2
 in the family of paths lying on

the surface passing through p
2 >
 if along the world line

Perform the gauge transformation at the points of curve С

with the transformation function lHp,a). Thereby we exclude the

effect of the gauge field on the change of charge with time. The

gauge transformation with the functions U(p,x ) for points lying

on the same surface yields

W * x
 m a

 X
deF
Lv

(z<e))
ai^x

 fe)
 •

 t6
-
3)

Wx L v a i x
p о p

The consideration of the points belonging to different surfaces

gives

In eqs.(6.3) and (6.4) "p— is the line tangent to the path

belonging to the family defined on the surface. It follows from

eqs.<6.3) and (6.4) that

i.e. the "space-like" components ef the field are fixed. The

-time-like" component is not fixed. It is obvious for points

which do not belong to curve С It follow* from eqe.(6.4) that
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i.e. the transformation doe» not touch upon also the "tine-like"

component of thr gauge field on ourve С and keeps unchanged the

condition

For example, the gauge

'ljlxl"» , i»l,2,3,

corresponds to the charge determined relative to the world line

z •t.z • у for the family of straight lines lying on the surface

t
a
const and .starting from point у . Such a gauge can be applied

simultaneously with the temporal gauge:

A
0
(x>-9 .

Following the known Einstein and Klein arguments (see, for

example ref.[12 1>,we show now that the charge connected with the

world line С does not depend on the choice of P
c
 - the family of

paths connected with the world line, i.e. the charge defined on

the family of paths Pg coincides with that defined on P£ . To do

this it is quite enough to construct a family of paths P~, whioh

coincides with Pg in its one section (the surface involved in

the definition of a family of paths connected with the world

line) and with Pg in its other section. As Jdor£ J Jx,«•) has

been already shown to be ldentioal for two different «action* of

the same family of paths, thereby it is shown that /do£ *,,'*p«*
)l

in Pg and Pg are equal. It was assumed lmplloltly in the

arguments that the gauge ambiguity remaining1 after the partial

fixation <5рА„<Р> в й
 along line C) is arbitrary fixed and all

Integrals were taken in the same gauge.
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The charge connected with the world line С behave* under

gauge transformations as an octet and in the claea of gauge*

(6.S) coincides with the charge calculated via noncovariant

current. In other words, the noncevariant current c«n be used

for calculating- a charge only in the gauges (6.5); the

quantities obtained in different gauges are connected by the

tensor transfornation law.

The charge defined in this section depends on the world

line С itself; the condition з^-Л (p'"0 has been establleed

along the world line C; moreover, it should be noted that the

surface, over which the integration in aq.(6.1) la carried out,

coincides with the surface Involved in the definition of the

family of paths Fg .

7.Conclusion

The general rule of applying the algebraic operations to

the gauge gyovp tensors specified at different space-time points

is based on the teohnique of parallel displacement. Following

this rule we have determined the integral of the gauge group

tensor and covariant differential with respect to a distant

point and ооазtracted, with the aid of these two new notions, a

conserved, gauge-covariant colour charge dependent on the

family of paths in which the parallel displacement is performed.

Basing on dualism of the parallel displacement and the local

gauge transformation we have considered the class of gauges in

whiqh the covariant colour current coincides with the

noncovariant one. Thee* gauges are characterized by

representation of the vector potential via field strength tensor

and fixed by the sam* family of path* on which the covariant
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colour current (charge) Is defined. It la possible to say In a

вепвэ that a freedoa of choosing a gauge in the noncovariant

current traneforae to an arbitrariness in choosing a family of

paths in the covarlant current. The possibility of connecting

the ohoioe of a family of paths with the measurement procedure

which, with necessity, must Include the concept of parallel

displacement seems to ue to be probable. Following this way ws

have constracted the соvariant conserved charge connected with

the time-like curve implying the possibility of its ldentiflng

with the observer's world line.

In conclusion we make soms remarks.

We have constracted the covarlant chromoelectric charge.

Analogously one can determine the conserved covarlant

ohromomagnetic charge In our approach.

Application of our method to the problem of definition of

соvariant conserved (in ordinary not соvariant sense) energy-

momentum tensor in general relativity Is not so obvious. So In

general relativity operator of parallel displacement can be

considered as Jaooby matrix only in the case of vanishing

Riem&nn-Christoffel curvature tensor. This question will be

considered elsewhere.
с

Our study-was local, i.e. it was limited by one* space-

time map. The obstacle to the extension over the whole space

will be the fact that family paths starting from the origin

after a certain distance begin to cross.A two-dimensional sphere

is a trivial example. The global topological investigation

involving the consideration of monopole .and instanton solutions

would be interesting.
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Appendix A

Prove the validity of the following relatlonahlp

F^
y
Jx1U(x.yl - lD*,D*)/tig)U(x,y> . CA.l)

Here the operator U(x,y) ie apeclfied on a path belonging to the

family P defined in aubaection 2.2. For the aecond соvariant

derivative of U(x,y) we obtain with the aid of eq.12.3.2) (see

alao ref .[2)>

1 - l«U(xry> X

/ d e F .

1 1 l a ч

J da/ da'C (a* )C ( e l + / da/ d e ' I C ( « ) , C ( « ' ) ] ] .
0 0 ^ 00 *• *00

Here.B'-U(y,z)B(z)U(z,y) twhere B - T ( D , F ] ; F | ;

Consider the terms figuring in ID
 >
D

|>
)/(lg)U(x,y) .

So

1 1 i s
/ d e j d e ' I C ( • ' ) , C ( a ) J + J d e / d e ' I C ( i l . C ( a ' M -

0 0 V 0 0 P

1 S

- J d a / d a ' I C l e ) , C f a ' l l - • . f A . 2 )

0 0

One can шъкт sure of it us 1 ng the deconpoe 11 ion
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1 - ?(a-e' H-e(a'-a) in the firat term of (A.2).

The following terms are alao cancelled:

l . a , .2 а А а
 ч

/
' j »-•» dz I 9 z 0 z §

The last equality ia a consequence of the choice of a family of

paths P (see eqs.(4.2.10>-(4.2.12)). With the aid of

eq.(4.2.10) the terms

д fdz
e
1«z'

1
 _ 9

and «q.(2.1.2) rewrite eq.(A.3> in the form

г.- о
f
| Accordingly, we have

are written in the form

The terms

in virtue of the Bianchl Identity

can be written as

the equality
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+ F'

Appendix В

Show that

Here F' le defined by eq.(4.2.3)

In virtu* of eq.(A.l) »nd th* relntionnhip

rewrite eq.(B.l J in the fora

Appendix С

Prove the validity of the relationship

U(y,z)F^([D",D")U(z,y»)l . IB.1)

where F' and A' are defined by eqe.H.2.3> and (4.2.2),

respectively. In virtue of eq.(A.l) we have

F
pv"

U l y
'

z ) F
|Jv

U < Z t y )
"

U l y
'

: E ) | D
»j'

D
v

1 / U
*

> U t z
*

y >
 *

 C C < 2 >

Write eq.(C2) in the fora

F^-lWy.^iyjlz.yJ.Uty.xl^iMz.yH/Ue) . «С.Э)

In accordance with eqa.(4,1.2 ),14.2.1 ) and 14.2.2) eq.(C.S) can
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be presented ae

f
 IC.4)

where D'«* +igA' . It is evident that eq.(C.l) follow» from

eq.(C4).

Pay attention to non-triviality of the transition (C.2).

Juet from thia equality it follows that, if we substitute the

expression for A' from eq.(4.2.2! in the r.h.s. of eq.(C-l), we

shall oome in fact to F'. The explioit calculations are involved

in the proof of eq.(A.l). This Appendix generalizes Cronstrb'm's

result (see ref.HOj) for the fixed point gauge to the whole

class of gauges (4.1.1).
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6(D=6b

z(s)+8(s) _
z(s+ds)6(s+ds) ^ r — — f

z{sds)

Flff.l. Variation of the family path due to lnflnlt»«i»al

•hlft of path endpolnt*.

Heavy line: lnflnlteslm&l closed loop

ueed In derivation of eq.(2.3.2) (see ref.(3J).



Fig. 2. The faally of noneroaeing surface*, which i* refered

to th* tiae-like base Una and on which tha conserved,

QOvariant colour charge la daflnad in «action 6. A faally

of paths la connected with each aurface.
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